Primary Discussion for Enterprise Network Training in M Times
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Abstract. This paper analyzes the necessity of enterprise training, through the discussion to the learning styles and characteristics in net-era, designed the enterprise network training course in the knowledge structure of "1+2+1", and the courseware of "5 ± 2" model of knowledge point number. Based on the above structure model of training content, it determines the study way gradually to the mobility, gaming, and personalized direction, and it can effectively encourage learning into the subconscious mind to get the best training and learning effect. This structure model can be used for enterprise network training courses.

Introduction

As the promotion of "a strong three-excellent" construction goal, the enterprise staff’s training efforts are also greatly growing in state grid. New employees injected fresh blood for the enterprise, new employees training for reserve a large amount of manpower, intellectual resources for the long-term development of the enterprise. In the age of the mobile Internet, enterprise training also gradually shift to the direction of network training.

Necessity of Enterprise Training

From the perspective of human resource (HR), enterprise operation can’t work without people. Throughout the human resources work, there are two main sources of human way.

The Campus Recruitment. To the population who will leave campus and come to the society, they are not familiar with the work environment and working content, for the prepared people they should be have a certain understanding, that is “know”, but they may not know how to do, in other words they are lack of certain working experience. If you want to better in the industry, or better based on the industry, they need enough time to familiar with and learn the related knowledge.

Social Recruitment. For professional who already has the work experience, they have enough understanding of industry knowledge, and also be able to accomplish a certain number of things, to work and can mount guard is their advantage. However, because they have work experience before, maybe they can’t agree or agree all the new enterprise’s concept, the way they do also do not comply with the standards of this enterprise, so this part of the human resources also have a certain deficiencies Based on the above two ways of enterprises to achieve high growth, there can be the third source of human.

Cultivate My Own Business. According to the demand of human resources of enterprise, combining with the actual needs of specific work, the targeted training for the employees make the staff not only know the industry knowledge and industry culture, also can have a higher sense of identity of the enterprise concept, and the employees will do things in accordance with the enterprise standard in the work. This is the fundamental reason of do corporate training.

In recent years, the national grid on the new employees training has been sticking to "first training, then induction" mode, new employees training work is becoming more and more refined, and the new staff has more profound, more accurate understanding to the national grid[1]. One of the national grid human sources is college graduates; In order to make the new employees can put theoretical knowledge into practical ability as soon as possible, system training about enterprise culture, professional knowledge is necessary[2].
Learning Style and Characteristics of the M Times

Peter Senge once said, the only lasting competitive advantage, is having the ability of learning faster than its competitors[3]. We want to learn, because we "existence crisis", we can form acquire knowledge, skills, and achieve the goal of improve personal ability from learning. However, different learning motivation, the way of learning, experience learning process, and learning after the application is different, all these will decide the different learning effect.

Based on the mobile Internet era of learning, mainly has the following several ways:

**Embedded Learning.** To embed the learning to workflow, to learn and play. The feature of this way is the learning process is short, and study effect is most obvious. By this way, the employee does not affect work, and finish goal-oriented learning. Also by learning to better optimize the ability to work, it is in line with the adult learning characteristics of “to learn to play” and targeted learning.

**Fragmented Learning.** Under the current mobile Internet era, people's learning turns into the open, diverse style, learning gradually presents the fragmentation. At the same time, mobile Internet technology makes learning environment and learning cognitive present fragmentation, Fragmentation learning are a big shift of learning style[4]. Effective use of fragmented time, undertake personalized learning, will be accumulated into logical pieces of knowledge. Mobile learning provides us with the learning anytime and anywhere, in spare time to do separated learn, and it constitute the characteristic of fragmentation, at the same time, this way can better improve the absorption of knowledges [5].

**Social Learning.** With the support of various APP, through different mobile terminals, learning go towards the social. The most important feature is human-centered interaction, more of fragmented learning with organized and formal of informal learning.

According to Maslow’s needs hierarchy chart, Training to be successful, we should adhere to the people-oriented and well the human nature. Only respect, trust and success staffs first, the following is achievement enterprise's development. The fundamental driving force of Organization’s development is learning and development, and in the learning process we should respect for humanity, and inspire staff’s ability development. In the mobile Internet era, work, study and life has been unable to separate, Enterprises should also actively transform, to make employees learn from passive learning into active learning, realize the integration of learning and work, autonomous learning in ubiquitous.

The Content Planning of the Enterprise Training Course

Enterprises training want to develop in the competition and innovation, it is necessary to build the corresponding course system, matched channels and operation mode. In the era of mobile Internet, in the enterprise training we should give priority to content, in the content planning we should pay attention to the knowledge structure and the number of knowledge points.

**Knowledge Structure of “1+2+1”**. According to the survey, on a problem, people can't pay attention on it more than 4 minutes. In training courseware, we’d better to set about 4 minutes for a knowledge point, and the structure is "1 + 2 + 1".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching link</th>
<th>introduce</th>
<th>explain</th>
<th>summarize or review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Times</td>
<td>1 minute</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td>1 minute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Courseware Knowledge Points Number of “5±2”**. Based on analysis of Duan Xiaoju in her paper named “Development of working memory span about eight to adulthood”, person's memory span is change, the maximum capacity of the memory can't be more than 7[6]. People's short-term memory ability is limited, usually short-term memory of knowledge points in “5±2” (3-7) range, So in the training course a courseware set 3-7 knowledge points is advisable.
Successful College Online should be a platform of knowledge precipitation, interaction and communication, and course completion, course selection rate and the student login rate are rational index to evaluate whether the college online successful or not. In M times, network training will be mobility, gaming, and personalized.

**Mobility.** With the rapid development of mobile terminal and the support of network communication technology, learning style turns from the traditional classroom learning into mobile learning, its biggest characteristic is the random learning anytime and anywhere.

**Gaming or contextualized.** With the support of mobile learning and the development on all kinds of mobile APP, Gaming or contextualized way to learn attract the learners more and more, it greatly inspired the learners' interest in learning, and it also can achieve well learning effect.

**Personalized.** On the way to learn, from "everyone is learning" to "at any time to learn", and then to the current “Everywhere can learn”, People are more focused on learning the degrees of freedom, flexibility and personalization. Mobile learning based on mobile terminals can reflect learning more personalized, according to individual needs, learners set up a personalized learning solutions and plans.

**Hybrid learning.** At present, there are four platforms for Mobile terminal, Smart phone, PAD, computer and television. Based on the current cloud platform, with the internet of things, we can realize the selection of hybrid learning platform.

**Summary**

The ultimate purpose of learning is to make learning into the subconscious mind; learning should to be around the human nature; because under the natural state, learning effect will be the best. When learning becomes a subconscious behavior, it means you are used to study and learn knowledge. How to do unified strategy understanding, and how to unified working language and behavior, including new unified form, professional skills, management skills and so on, it is worth for enterprise training as its network training mission.
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